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The Nazi Revolution in Germany
• racial purity + spatial expansion = core 

of Hitler’s plan

• originally: persecutions reserved for 
political opponents

• July 1933: German concentration camps
held 27,000 people in “protective custody"

1933-1939

• Nazi rallies and symbolic acts

• 1933: 525,000 Jews in Germany

• 1935: Nuremberg Laws→ Jews became ta
rget of persecution and stigmatisation

• November 1938: Kristallnacht



Beginning of War
• In September 1939, the German army occupied the western

half of Poland.

• German police forced tens of thousands of Polish Jews from
their homes and into ghettoes, giving their confiscated
properties to ethnic Germans.

• In the ghettoes: overpopulation hunger, illness>typhus

Euthanasia Program: Killing people with 
mental illness and 
disabilities.German religious

leaders protested

Hitler started to kill
them secretly

in 1945 – 275k 
people killed



The ''Final Solution"
• During the spring and

summer of 1940, the German
army expanded Hitler’s
empire in Europe, conquering
Denmark, Norway, the
Netherlands, Belgium,
Luxembourg and France.

• Goering to Reinhard Heydrich,
chief of the SD (the security
service of the SS), referred to the
need for an Endlösung (final
solution) to “the Jewish question.

1941, every person 
designated as a Jew in 
German-held territory 
was marked with a 
yellow star. Tens of 
thousands were being 
deported to the Polish 
ghettoes

• Since June 1941, experiments with mass 
killing methods at the concentration
camp of Auschwitz, near Krakow.

• That August, 500 officials gassed 500 
Soviet jews to death with the pesticide
Zyklon-B.

https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/goering-orders-heydrich-to-prepare-for-the-final-solution
https://www.history.com/topics/world-war-ii/auschwitz


Holocaust Death Camps
• 1941: The Germans began mass 

transports from the ghettoes in 
Poland to the concentration
camps

• 1942-1945: Jews were deported to 
the camps from all over Europe

Warsaw ghetto upsring (1943)
§ Ended with lots of deaths and 

people sent to extermination camps
§ Inspired revolts at camps and 

ghettoes

Belzec: first mass gassing
(1942)

Auschwitz-Birkenau: largest
concentration camp

• 2 million people were murdered
• Jewish and non-Jewish worked

there
• Experiments on Jewish (twins)
https://www.history.com/news/nazi-twin-experiments-
mengele-eugenics

https://www.history.com/news/nazi-twin-experiments-mengele-eugenics


Nazi Rule comes to an end, 
as Holocaust continues to 
claim lives, 1945

• By the spring of 1945, German leadership was
decaying

• Hitler dictated from a German bunker and he 
committed suicide on April 30

• Germany's surrender came a week later, on 
May 8

• In the fall of 1944 German forces had begun
evacuating many of the death camps

• German surrender continued with the "death
marches", causing the death of some 250,000 
375,000 people

• Testimonials of the author Primo Levi



Aftermath & Lasting Impact of the Holocaust
-The wounds

Impossible to return home lost families
denounced

-Survivors

A lot of refugees across Europe-1940

slow to heal

-To punish the villains

-In 1948, Allies
Allies held Nuremberg Trials

brought Nazi atrocities to light

-Germans struggled with the Holocaust's bitter legacy

-Jewish survivors asked for the restitution of wealth and property confiscated

creation of Israel

-Beginning in 1953 German government made payments to Jews


